“Light” Maintenance / Cleaning for BOLT Gutter Guards

Why is “light” homeowner Maintenance needed?
All gutter guards require some annual maintenance because Mother Nature keep dropping stuff on your
roof. Just like a car owner needs to check the car engine oil and the tire air pressure, there are some areas
on the roof and gutter system that you need to check because it can collect debris, like the inside miter
areas, roof valleys, and behind a chimney. Here is an easy way to clean these areas quickly and safely.

Why is BOLT GG better and requires less maintenance?
BOLT GG requires less maintenance than other gutter guards, because of the raised Z-shape pattern screen
lifts leaves, pine needles and debris above the screen allowing it to blow off easier, and the mesh size does
not trap leafs or pine needles like other gutter screens.

Light Maintenance
Only Light Homeowner Maintenance is needed for BOLT GG, and usually only on the inside miter areas. All
gutter guards require some form of maintenance, some brands much more than others. There is a simple
cleaning system which uses a 9” scrub brush installed “reversed” on a painting pole that is easy and
popular. Many other gutter guard companies have recommended & adopted this method for cleaning off
the mesh.

Cleaning BOLT gutter guards safely.
1. The wind mostly blows off debris from the raised Z-Shape screen so cleaning is not necessary. If the
debris stays on BOLT gutter guards due to “no wind” or “blocked areas from the wind”, or “troublesome
Inside Miter areas” then an extension pole with a reverse bristle brush is quick, safe and easy.
2. It is easy to brush the leaves off BOLT Gutter Guard or the Valley Miter. Using the cleaning brush is rare
but if you have debris on the gutter guard, it may only take 30 seconds to brush it off safely. You don’t have
to climb a ladder or get on a roof to use this cleaning brush because it is done from the ground.

